First Day. 19 May (Argentinean Time)

9 hs. Opening.

9.15 hs. First Session. Prison transparency: theoretical problems and perspectives
Dawn MOORE (Carleton University, Canada)
Máximo SOZZO (National University of Litoral, Argentina)
Jose Angel BRANDARIZ (University of A Coruña, Spain)
Chair: Hollis MOORE (Carleton University, Canada)

10.15 hs. Break.

Sarah ARMSTRONG (University of Glasgow, United Kingdom)
Marta MONCLUS (National University of Jose C Paz, Argentina)
Kevin BELANGER (Justice Exchange, Canada)
Chair: Waldemar CLAUS (National University of Litoral, Argentina)

11.45 hs. Break.

12.15 hs. Third Session. COVID19 Pandemic, transparency and immigration detention
Cristina FERNANDEZ BESSA (University of A Coruña, Spain)
Joao VELLOSO (University of Ottawa, Canada)
Giulia FABINI (University of Bologna, Italy)
Chair: Sarah TURNBULL (University of Waterloo, Canada)


Keramet REITER (University of California at Irvine, United States of America)
Camila DIAS (Federal University of ABC, Brazil)
Ramiro GUAL (University of Buenos Aires/National University of Litoral, Argentina)
Chair: Jennifer KILTY (University of Ottawa, Canada)
Second Day. 20 May (Argentinean Time)

9 hs.  
**Fifth Session. Public bodies and overseeing in the context of COVID19 pandemia**  
Ariel CEJAS (Procurador Adjunto, Procuración Penitenciaria de la Nación, Argentina)  
Juan Manuel IRRAZABAL (Presidente, Comité Nacional de Prevención de la Tortura, Argentina)  
Ivan ZINGER (Correctional Investigator, Canada)  
Jaume SAURA ESTAPÁ (Adjunt General, Sindic de Greuges de Catalunya)  
Sara VERA LOPEZ (Association for the Prevention of Torture)  
*Chair:* Jose A. BRANDARIZ (University of A Coruña, Spain)

10.45 hs.  
**Break.**

11.15 hs.  
**Fifth Session. Prison and parole transparency and COVID19 pandemic.**  
Robert WERTH (Rice University, United States of America)  
Ludmila RIBEIRO (Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil)  
Ana BALLESTEROS (University of A Coruña, Spain)  
*Chair:* Maximo SOZZO (National University of Litoral, Argentina)

12.30 hs.  
**Break.**

13.30 hs.  
**Seventh Session. Civil society organizations, prison transparency and COVID19 pandemic.**  
Neha Chung (Canada)  
Catherine LATIMER (Executive Director, John Howard Society, Canada)  
Diego BOZA (Asociación Pro-Derechos Humanos Andalucía, Spain)  
Larisa ZERBINO (Asociación Pensamiento Penal, Argentina)  
*Chair:* Catherine CHESNAY (University of Quebec at Montreal, Canada)

14.45 hs.  
**Break.**

15 hs.  
**Eighth Session. Civil society organizations, prison transparency and COVID19 pandemic.**  
Emily COYLE (Executive Director, Elisabeth Fry Society, Canada)  
Mireia SALAZAR (Irídia, Spain)  
Alejandro FORERO (Observatori del Sistema Penal i els Drets Humans, Spain)  
Mariano LANZIANO (Centro de Estudios Legales y Sociales, Argentina)  
*Chair:* Vicki CHARTRAND (Bishop University, Canada)

16.15 hs.  
**Closing comments.**

---

*This conference is part of the broader Prison Transparency Project (https://carleton.ca/prisontransparencypject/).*  
*With the support of the Canadian Embassy in Argentina and Paraguay.*